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NOTE ON ORgaNiZaTiON

The above referenced sections have been 
substantially changed for the third printing of 
this text. Replace the sections in the first or 
second printings with the sections from the third 
printing, reproduced below. For the most part, 
these changes reflect feedback from players of the 
game and observed behavior in play. Thank you to 
everyone who has played the game and helped with 
generating this document.

The print run of your book is noted in the 
colophon on the last page. any book purchased before 
June 2008 is of the first or second printing.

�

Carry



Part II. Character

PaRT ii 

SECTiON iii

2301. FiNiSHiNg STagES

b. Put 1d6, 1d8, 1d10 and 1d12 in the 
center of the table. The player with the character 
with the fewest Months in (break ties by lowest 
rank) chooses any one of these dice to put into 
his pool. Next, the player of the character with 
the next fewest Months in chooses any one of the 
remaining three dice. Proceed in ascending order 
of Months in. The next player in order chooses one 
of the remaining two, and then the next player has 
to take the remaining die. Once one die of each 
size has been chosen, place another set of four 
dice on the table. the player of the next character 
in order can choose any one of the four dice, and 
so on. Once the player of the character with the 
highest Months in chooses a die, the order resets 
to the player of the grunt with the fewest Months 
in. Repeat this process until the player of the 
character with the fewest Months in has dice equal 
to his Months in in his dice pool.
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Par. 2�01-b

Chang� 
Replace section 2301-b with the above. It has been 

rewritten to clarify the procedure for creating the initial 
dice pools in play.



Part III. Gameplay

PaRT iii

SECTiON ii

3202. SETTiNg STaKES

c. When developing losing stakes, one 
fruitful technique is to “invert” the winning 
stakes proposed by the players, rather than simply 
negating them. For example, a player states “if 
i win, the Sergeant turns command over to me.” a 
reversal of these stakes would be “if you lose, 
the Sergeant refuses,” but the gM could invert 
those stakes by saying “and if you lose, he turns 
command over to you, but nobody else in the squad 
accepts your authority.”  inversion of stakes 
usually involves taking the stated action of the 
grunt out of context or twisting it to have the 
opposite effect of what the player wants.    

3203. aPPROaCH

a. Your characters approach to a conflict 
is just that - an approach, not a definition of his 
action. Throwing a punch could be violent, but it 
could also be subversive or honorable, depending 
on the context. One fruitful way to think about 
approach is it answers the question “how is this 
character getting what he wants?”  

b. Violent: Your approach to this conflict 
is confrontational, if not outright violent. 
Shouting, threats, pushing, physical violence and 
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Par. �20�-b

Chang� 
Add the above section 3202-c below the existing 3202-

b. It adds a set of guidelines for creating appropriate stakes 
for confl icts. Renumber the exisiting 3202-c and 3202-d to 
3202-d and 3202-e, respectively.



Part III. Gameplay

threatening with or using weapons all fall under 
this category. You want to come out on top. 

Example:

(1)  Cowboy beats up a suspected VC   
 spy in order to get him to talk.

c.  Subversive: Your approach to this 
conflict speaks to your own interests. it’s not 
whether you win or lose, but how it sets you up for 
whatever your real aim is. Your stakes should be 
framed in terms of your “real” goals, and gaining 
those stakes can certainly involve “losing” the 
obvious conflict. 

Example:

(1)   Cowboy offers a suspected VC spy 
cigarettes and chocolate in order 
to get him to talk.

d.  Honorable: You view the conflict in 
terms of what impact it will have on your moral or 
ethical beliefs. Often, these kinds of conflicts 
involve challenges that you set for yourself, with 
the other parties as a secondary consideration. 
You want to succeed at the challenge in order to 
prove something to yourself or to maintain your 
self-respect, without caring about other effects 
it might have. 

Example:

(1)   Cowboy makes a speech to a suspected 
VC spy making the point that the 
only way to stop the violence against 
the local Vietnamese is for  him to 
cooperate with the americans. 

e.  Peaceful: You want to avoid violence 
and conflict. Often, this kind of approach leads 
to mediation attempts, or talking down someone 
who’s more confrontational then you. This doesn’t 
mean that you’re a pushover, it just means that 

�

Par. �20�-e



Part III. Gameplay

your main aim is to solve the problem at hand, 
rather than necessarily win. 

Example:

(1)   Cowboy sits with a suspected VC 
spy and makes idle conversation, 
gaining his trust in order to get 
him to spill something important.

3205. RESOLViNg STaKES

c.  Once a player rolls a die, he must 
immediately give that die to another player, or the 
gM. Dice received go into the recipients dice pool. 
When the gM rolls a die, he must place it in the 
out of play dice pool. if the gM has no dice at the 
beginning of a conflict, all opposing grunts win 
their stakes without rolling, but they must each 
give the gM the highest sized die from their dice 
pool. as each person rolls, they narrate something 
along with their roll – what their character does, 
what he’s thinking, how the others involved in 
the conflict see him, or anything else you find 
appropriate.
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Par. �205-c

Chang� 
Replace all of 3202 with the above. 3202-a elucidates how 

Approaches work, and each Approach has a new example 
that hilights how it changes the nature of a confl ict. 

Chang� 
Replace 3205-c with the above. � ere is no restriction on 

who you can give dice to after you roll them in a confl ict.



Part III. Gameplay

3206. PUSHiNg CONFLiCT

c.  You may push with your Burden Die 
instead of a die from your dice pool once per 
conflict, even if you have already chosen not to 
push. if you do so, you must involve your burden in 
your narration. You do not give away your Burden 
Die. You do not need to declare an approach if you 
push in this manner. You many not begin a conflict by 
rolling your Burden Die, unless you are attempting 
to address your Burden (see par.  3503).

SECTiON iii

3303. aCTiON SCENES, RESOLUTiON

c.  Both gM and Ranking Officer roll and 
add together all dice in their action pools. if 
the ranking officer has the highest total, then 
the squad is victorious (in whatever context the 
specific scene dictates). if the gM has the highest 
total, the squad fails. any player that has given 
their Burden Die can, after the action Pools have 
been rolled, reroll his Burden Die by calling in 
his character’s Burden and how it relates to the 
action scene overall. The new value rolled replaces 
the old one, and the action pool is recalculated. 
This can be done once by each player. if there is 
a tie, go through another round of orders; roll 
the resulting dice and add them. Continue until 
someone wins. The gM narrates the conclusion of 
the action scene accordingly. Once the scene is 
resolved, all of the dice in both the gM’s and 
Ranking Officer’s action Pools go out of play.

Par. ��0�-c

Chang� 
Replace 3206-c with the above. There is no longer a 

consequence for pushing with a Burden die that is higher 
than the last Approach die that you used.

Chang� 
Replace 3303-c with the above.  � e new text specifi es that 

Action pools go out of play at the end of an action scene.



Part III. Gameplay

3304.  aCTiON SCENES, FaLLOUT

c.  if the winner’s action pool included 
any Burden Dice, the winner MUST inflict fallout 
on each of the grunts that provided a Burden Die. 
This does NOT cost fallout points. He then gives 
their Burden Die back to them. The winner may 
shell shock, wound or seriously wound each grunt 
without restriction, but he may only inflict one  
consequence per grunt per action scene.

SECTiON iV

3401. DiCE ECONOMY

SECTiON Vi

3601. ENDgaME

a.  Endgame is the point in the game where 
everything goes to shit. The pressure on the grunts 
is too much, and their issues have pushed them 
to the limit. The surviving members of the squad 
finally snap, turning on each other or succumbing 
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Par. ��01-a

Chang� 
Replace 3304-c with the above. Each Grunt can only be 

the target of one consequence per action scene.

Chang� 
Section 3401-i has been deleted; replace 3401-i with 3401-

j, and renumber it as 3401-i.

Chang� 
Section 3601 has been entirely rewritten, as has the 

associated example. Endgame is now simpler to handle and  
more refl ective of the events of the game. Replace the existing 
section with the text and example below and on the next 
page.
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to the wieght of their Burdens. Oftentimes, this 
point will be generated out of the events of play, 
and be perfectly obvious to the group when it 
happens. it is up to the gM to poll the table and 
see if everyone agrees that it is time for Endgame.
if the game progresses to the point where all of 
the Fodder characters have been wounded, evac’d or 
killed and only the grunts remain, Carry enters 
Endgame automatically.

b.  The gM frames the final scene in 
order to highlight the conflict between grunts. 
Sometimes this will simply be a continuation of 
the scene that the group agreed triggered Endgame. 
Sometimes, a new scene will need to be framed. 

c.  Usually, at this point in the game, 
rivalries will have been generated between grunts. 
For the purposes of Endgame, each player needs to 
choose a target, the grunt that their character 
has the greatest tension with. Most of the time 
this will be fairly obvious, but it may require 
some discussion. Everyone must have a target. 

d. Every player takes their Burden Die 
and gives it to the player of their character’s 
target. Everyone then rolls the Burden Die (or Dice) 
they just received, and adds their character’s 
(not their target’s) number of unresolved Burden 
entries. if you do not receive a Burden Die, you 
simply have a value equal to your Burden entries. 
The gM writes down each characters number and 
makes a list, in ascending order. Break ties by 
highest Burden die rolled, then by most entries, 
then by high 1d12 roll. Once the gM makes the list, 
the person with the lowest number gets to narrate 
the Denouement of every person who gave him a 
die. if nobody gave him a die, he narrates his 
own Denouement. Once that narration is finished, 
the next person on the list narrates, and so on 
in ascending order. it is strongly suggested that 
each narration put the character in question in 
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Par. ��01-d
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a worse, more tragic or more dire situation than 
the characters who have already been narrated.

g. Once all Denouement narrations are 
completed, each player makes an Epilogue narration 
concerning their character. go in reverse order 
of the Denouement narrations. 

h. Denouement concerns what happens to 
these characters in this scene. Those who have 
Denouement narrate about those characters and what 
happens – who does what to who, and why. You can 
narrate the death of your target, or of yourself, 
if you wish. at this point, you will have a good 
idea of the Burdens involved, and should use those 
to inform your narration. 

i.  Epilogue is just that, the epilogues 
for these characters. What happens to those who 
make it out? For those who don’t make it, what are 
the memories and legacies that they leave behind? 
Do the actions of these characters matter, in the 
long run? all of these questions can be addressed 
in the epilogue. 

i. if there are multiple players 
participating in a narrative concerning a given 
grunt, they all have equal input into the narration. 
Once all Denouement and Epilogue narratives have 
been given, the game is over.  
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Par. ��01-i
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Example

From the Field
� e entire squad has been killed or pulled out of action, and 

only Anaconda, Cowboy and Jewel are left, lost in the jungle. 
� ey roleplay through an argument about whose fault all of this 
has been, and then Anne frames to the last scene. � e three start 
hearing rustles in the bushes, and seeing shapes moving.� e 
VC wants to be seen. Anne says that it’s time to declare targets. 
Daniel and Greer both say that their characters hate Cowboy 
for all the shit he’s put them through. Joseph says that Cowboy 
is sick of being told what to do, and chooses Anaconda. 

� ey each hand over their character’s Burden Die to their 
target. Joseph receives a d10 from Daniel and and d8 from Greer, 
and gives Daniel a d12. � ey each  roll. Joseph rolls a 9, plus his 
three unresolved Burden entries, for a total of 12. Daniel rolls 
a 7 and adds his four unresolved entries, for an 11. Greer was 
not given a die, and so she simply has her number of unresolved 
Burden entries, for a 4.  

Anne makes the list. Greer has a 4, and is narrating Jewel’s 
denouement. Daniel has an 11, and is narrating Cowboy’s 
denouement. Joseph has a 12, and is both adding to Jewel’s 
denoument, and narrating that of Anaconda.

Greer: “Huh. Well, Jewel doesn’t trust either of these guys 
at this point, and starts slowly backing away. He thinks he can 
make it out alone, and he’s going to wait until the shooting starts 
and then make a break for it. He’ll leave these guys to their fate 
out here, whatever it may be.

Daniel: “I don’t think Cowboy is going to make it out alive. 
We’re standing there, and Jewel is sliding away, and Cowboy turns 
to glare at him, and then drops his gun and shouts ‘I surrender!’ 

And Jewel, he just snaps a shot off  right into       your chest.’
Joseph: “� at’s actually really appropriate, with his ‘I don’t 

want to die” and all. Well, I still have some say over Jewel, right? 
So he totally turns and runs off  into the jungle and makes it past 
the VC, who come into the clearing and take Anaconda, the only 
survivor of the squad, prisoner. He becomes an offi  cial POW.”

Anne: “Wow. � ats sick.”
Joseph: “I think it’s appropriate - Cowboy’s fear leads him to 

betray his fellows, but it gets him killed anyway.”
Anne: “Okay. Nice. Epilogue?”
Joseph: “I think Cowboy just goes on the KIA rolls.”
Daniel: “Well, I get taken to an NVA POW camp. I think that 

I break under the torture, eventually, and give them some critical 
info. It’s the only thing that saves my life, and once I get released, 
after the war, I tell nobody. I’m decorated as a hero by the military, 
but I can never get over how my leadership led to such suff ering, 
and I lead a lonely, aimless life.”

Greer: “I fade into the jungles and become a lone vigilante, 
striking where and when I may. I become a feared legend among 
the VC for the rest of the war. When I fi nally learn that the war is 
over. I decide that I have no reason to go back. I’m written off  as 
KIA. And, I think that Anaconda, once he gets out, should fi nd 
Cowboy’s relatives and tell them positive stories about their time 
together in ‘Nam, as a way to somehow deal with what happened 
between them. No one ever learns the truth.

Daniel: “Awesome. Yeah, that’s totally what happens.”
Joseph: “Very nice. � ats twisted, but totally right.”
Anne: “Wow. Nice. � at’s it guys. Good game!”
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